MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE BOX CONTENTS

1. Mary Lyon related news articles
2. Kinney notes on MHC
3. MHC concert posters
4. MHC campus photographs
5. “The Mary Lyon Centenary” article
6. Abbey Chapel News article (1938)
7. Seventh Class letter of the Lulasti (1883-1889)
8. The Twelfth Anniversary address
9. Fabric swatch allegedly belonging to Mary Lyon
10. Photographs of MHC
11. MHC pamphlets (1849, 1899, 1946)
12. Registry of MHC students from South Hadley (1837-1849)
13. MHC campus map
14. “Mount Holyoke Milestones” Playbill
15. “The Emerald Pendant” playbill
16. The Mount Holyoke News (1930)
17. News clippings from MHC administration
18. News clippings of MHC student achievements
19. Mount Holyoke Telescope (April Vol. IV No. 2)